
Heather's 7/17/18 Sentencing Hearing @ 2pm

-Francis asked Bill to speak on behalf of Heather before the hearing.  

-two USM sitting behind H and one USM sitting at side table to the left of defendant table

-two law clerks sitting to the right of the one USM sitting at side table to the left

-one USM standing at Judges entrance to the courtroom (near jury seating)

-transcriptionist and court clerk

-Davidson, Svolto and FBI Jason Pack at Prosecution table

-H and Francis at Defendant table (H in tan Federal Inmate scrubs, white short-sleeved undershirt, black
vans shoes, ankles shackled and chain around waist with wrists shackled)...she was escorted in with the 3
USM referenced above

-Sanchez had the day off

-At NO time did H stand that one of the USM was not standing literally within arms reach of her; when she
stood at podium to speak, a USM stood behind her, Francis to her side

-in the audience: 2 FBI agents (lady who assisted Davidson during trial; the other assisted with calling
witnesses for the trial and securing them in the witness room)

-4 ladies who came/left with FBI Agent Pack

-5 USM entered who sat in the very back row, 1 in suit, 2 in casual clothes, 2 in casual clothes but with USM
ID jackets

-a local newspaper reporter (said he was assigned to cover the sentencing, had not attended the trial so he
was lost as to the facts for which a guilty verdict has been reached)

-I noted the one USM who was sitting closest to H turn and do a head count of us sitting in the audience

-Bill, Sheila, Lisa, David Pierce, an african american guy in casual clothes I had not seen before with no
obvious connection to USM or FBI, Youssef, Suzy, Taylor (my daughter) and myself

Hearing started at 2:09pm

-Judge requested clarification that H wished to continue Pro Se and that Francis be elbow, Francis
confirmed.  Judge requested H be sworn in.  H stated that any remarks made by Francis was not to be
considered jurisdiction and questioned if all parties would be sworn in. Judge said no other party would be
sworn in. H was hesitant to be sworn in.  Stated (during swearing in) she was there as herself, representing
herself as herself and that she spoke true, accurate and complete at all times.  

-Judge read a summary of the guilty charge and sentencing guideline of 20 years, $500k fine; $100.00
special assessment, and 3 years probation

-H stated the lack of jurisdiction and lack of authority and verbally restated all filed documents as filed 

-Judge stated there were no objections filed to the PSR for the courts consideration, explained H as pro se
could argue the sentencing and allocution, the allocution after USA argument; H stated she would do both
her statement and allocution simultaneously

-H stated there was no jurisdiction or authority and restated docs filed, standing and still standing, and
praecipes

-Francis spoke that H wanted on record all objections into consideration - Judge replied, 'with that in mind



-Francis spoke that H wanted on record all objections into consideration - Judge replied, 'with that in mind
is there anything else' to which H verbally stated a cease and desist and stated docs 147, 148, 149, 150 &
151 orally made standing

-Francis asked to address the level II enhancement of 3B1.3 as referenced in the PSR - and H stated Francis
remarks did not allow jurisdiction - Francis stated the asserted bases presented for an increase - additional
based language for abuse/special skill submitted - that no such abuse of position or special skills as per
3B1.3 occurred and that an example of what 3B1.3 was intended was a Bernie Madoff case - a pyramid
scheme with abuse of clients, it did not stand in public or private trust of 2 or more parties; that the banks
involved should have sought their own legal representation - that never was there any indication or an
attorney/client relationship - that it had taken him (Francis) awhile to come up with an example to explain:
used a scenario with client A and B and a check between the two, saying client A would 'be amiss to not do
its own research'. Francis stated the enhancement is not justified by its own language in code.

-USA Davidson objected, reading the code, and restating H's special skills and legal training, and stated
Probation agreed with USA; stated Beane clearly relied upon H for money laundering every step of the way;
represented herself as his lawyer with Whitney Bank, Buddy Gregg and Ted Russell Ford who acknowledged
her as his lawyer; that H significantly facilitated crime

-H stated USA Davidson was misleading the court, no accurate recall.  H did not get involved until the
transactions were done and the truck was returned because it was a dirty transaction, letting him leave the
dealership with the truck and no payment; Beane was arrested without a warrant, the FR, DOJ and FBI
involved...that it was because of her law training she was able to see the collusion, who else would help him,
her lawyer training provided her experience to see the truth

-USA Davidson stated the fed wire had transferred when H presented herself as his lawyer

-Judge over-ruled objection to level II enhancement saying objection not adequately supported argument, H
did use special skill in support of level II enhancement

-Judge read the revised PSR, with no objections, of 51 to 63 months, asked if either USA or H had
witnesses.  USA-No

-Francis named Youssef Jarraf and William Ferguson as sentencing and character witnesses - Bill called first
- Bill was sworn in an an original, speaking true accurate and complete 

-Francis had Bill identify himself, where he lived, and that he was a friend to H

-Bill stated in late 2012 he uncovered illegal transactions to Bank of NY and Hong Kong; late Dec, the day
after Christmas, he received an email from H thanking him for publishing the article; that H was the kindest
human being; false things being said about her in court, wellbeing of others; in Spring 2013 H invited
bloggers to come to Morocco where he met her and her family; the court characterization if not H, she never
took one penny from him; done all on her own dime; she didn't have to get involved but did or else he
(Randy) would have disappeared; UCC work

-Francis asked Bill what sentence should be imposed...Bill said there was no crime, if you knew the facts
here, RKB did not use a false # in his SSN, that was a concocted story, SQL database - no evidence to
prove anything - watched Parker Still, of pure heart testimony, data from USAA, FR Shawn O'Malley, when
info came from NY FR, the FBI cyber bureau, University of TN cyber crime - trial from FR - to UN of TN -
Parker - did not match Parker Still testimony - the case should be dismissed now - I know the truth will
come out, don't know today or tomorrow but it will come out; all she did was a trust document of all things
(stated his mouth was dry, had no water)

-H asked him about his IT background - said they 1st met when she contacted him with 2 others doing
blogs on banking resignations - central bankers - tracking them, 1500 of them, in short time taking the
golden parachute - thought it was a man doing it all but it was H

-H asked Bill about sentencing, Bill replied None, you've done nothing wrong
-H asked if Bill had anything else to say, Bill said he had already covered it - that he had no animus with
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-H asked if Bill had anything else to say, Bill said he had already covered it - that he had no animus with
anyone in the courtroom, he loved everyone, that showing corruption in banking system and cleaning up -
cannot see how H did anything wrong or why she was arrested by a British National in DC - that he could
not find H for 4 days, she was being treated like a terriost; H would never harm anyone; don't know how it
rolls, I know you are innocent, I know Randy is innocent.

-Youssef was called - Francis had him identify himself, be sworn in - said he was H's husband, lives in
Boston with their 4 children, Francis asked him the ages of the children, Youssef broke down saying their
childrens names and ages and how hard this has been for them all; Y said he never imagined it coming to
this point, to be sentenced; they came from Italy 2013 to the US, he gave up everything to move with H from
Italy - she is always helping people she did not know - wants happiness for everybody - she is sitting
accused but did nothing wrong, beautiful inside/out; the children told him not to come back without H; this
is wrong, she is innocent, she helps everybody, this is not justice

-Francis asked if sentenced to imprisonment would he want her housed close to Boston if possible; Y said
she did not deserve to be sentenced - there is no evidence against her, it has been a nightmare for him and
the kids, hard on everybody, that if she is sentenced he would need her close by

-H goes back to podium, asks Y how long had she been working on the FR, working on the corruption: there
were years Y did not know what H was working on or doing; Y is from Morocco, grew up in Italy, said again
H would never harm anybody, only helping people for free just to help; H asked did Y know about the
operation prior to exposing the FR in TN and her arrest in Washington, no; asked if he had any other
statement to make, Y said he wanted to take her home, it was very difficult, everyday the children are sad,
dreams about you, they as a family had good times and bad but they guided the children as best they could
with an international background; would love to have H back, he misses her a lot.

10 Minute Recess

-USA Davidson argued for the top of the sentencing guideline at 63 months stating it was a serious crime,
deterrence for others because she publishes everything in the case to seek fame; H is guilty and the victim
is USAA and H should get 63 months and 3 years probation 

-H restated her objection and stated she would be allocution first, Francis would speak

-Francis stated the proceeding and trial was not a case like Bernie Madoff that he referred to earlier, whether
supported by law or logic or not..plenty of evidence FR is corrupt (just then a loud boom of thunder and
lightning I could see out the window to my right....sorta started us all, some chuckled)...and that it is a view
this is held sincerely;

that punishment sought by USA of thought or opinion crime is contrary to acceptable view of what FR does
crossing the line over to prosecution; thought is not punishable, opinion is not; One using digital media is
not the same as seeking support or opinion - its unavoidable now - so greater sentence than applicable
because of use of digital media.

-H spoke after Francis: have used extreme prudence, judgment and actions, not all facts, not all documents
is as Davidson would have you believe that I have complete disregard for court, police, etc, I have a healthy
loving relationship with the system when they help those who they were created for - due declaration is not
disrespect - Paradigm report, banking, FR history, all actions were for all; Supreme Court 2011 document
about Universal Cleanup, sworn affidavit in support, Writs of Quo Warrento for Prohibition, original
jurisdiction, page 4 #16, A through AA, actors operating abusing government.  This case is for the purpose
of exposing fraud.  New Executive Orders, arrest of RKB, new executive orders ordered on the anniversary
of RKB's kidnapping; bonds and surity, ledgers and procedure; protections factualized trust, believes,
experiences to stop fraud; Statements from Parker Still and Shawn O'Malley attach to body, threat of
coercion; dissolving all exposed corruption in conscientiousness and Davidson asking for imprisonment here
until I am done with all of this; their belief to validate their own statements, deceptive acts or practice inherit
in own judicial structure human trafficking-underwriting like PSR to monetary/FR; FR, DC and TN clear and
obvious premeditation of others collusion unlawfully and illegally imprisoned electronic monitoring, POTUS
threat by members of FR - the ones committing fraud, stop the people committing fraud: O'Malley, FBI, UN
Tenn, Police Dept assigned cyber task force, NY then headquarters in Washington DC; FR always thrown



Tenn, Police Dept assigned cyber task force, NY then headquarters in Washington DC; FR always thrown
everybody under the bus; National threats out of Oak Ridge;Doc #18 restated; Addendum - cancelled
presumption based on law, mandatory dismissal; Let it play out, Davidson relying on memorandum; 2011
plan - submit and restate 3:17-cr-082, 117-MJ-00531; 3:17-MJ-1067, all evidence of collusion - purpose to
do this - military tribunals.  Get everybody aware, exculpatory evidence, has not committed a crime, due to
lack of actions.  I do not consent to imprisonment, to Mr. Varlan, validate legal action, FBI validate surity of
their unlawful actions.  Seeking change of behavior that has been my goal for 20 years, Varlan operating -
person actions - surity and engage - hostage situation.  Court based on facts presented FR - I am one voice
they don't want heard.  Governing body - enforce law.  More proof public court of opinion, on record, 4
children, husband, spent most years with them not knowing what I was doing; never harm anyone, including
everyone here.  Russia and China are involved.  China - prison bonds - largest holders of prison bonds.  FBI
created by the FR, J Edgar Hoover and then secretary Mellon at the time.  I've given myself entirely and
sacrificed my family to protect all.  Knew what to expect, because the truth will come out. New guards in
place, the one in place are not working.  I do not feel I should be sentenced, I am innocent.  I chose to be
here, the truth will come out, human rights, violations, human slavery, injustice when our justice system
chooses not to protect the ones it should.  Protect others FBI, FR, done with as much heartitude and
gratitude; collusion willingly or unwillingly.

-USA Davidson spoke: not a thought prosecution, can believe what she wants but not violate the laws;
Harvey Dent video, assisted in laundering; disregard to the court, has posted documents on the internet
including her presentence report even though there is clear instruction not to; she wants to be famous; she
is not a martyr; is not unlawfully imprisoned, is lawfully imprisoned 

-H spoke: prime example of misleading, mistaking and mis-identifying; judicial should be out of truth;
affidavit showing how court case works, convicted, FR deterrence of Americans to their acct; not someone
watch a video; brought bloggers to Morocco; believe in government and law enforcement only when it
protects those it should; not hide behind a veil or disguise; be held responsible including what was not
presented by USAA; monetary interest.

No other comments - sentencing @ 4:31PM

-Judge sentencing remarks and instructions, referencing sentencing guideline, guilty of count 7; reading
summary of conviction and PSR

does find serious conduct based on evidence of crime, general deterrent and validate illegal action of
criminal justice system; no remorse, lack of jurisdiction, thought v actions argument by elbow counsel of
sincere belief of actions thereof; proof showed defendant positions of belief; defendant did violate law, did
engage in acts, need to protect public.  USA, high end of guidelines, no objections filed, objections stated
verbally. Not presented motion for departure of guideline; not presented to take case out of heartland for
variance, 6355 guideline.  Totality and arguments in case: midrange - 57 months; midrange - 2 year
probation; controlled substance guidelines read and firearms.

-H: objected, no authority or jurisdiction to sentence me; standing documents

-Judge: will make recommendation for Boston area facility but it is ultimately up to the BOA

-Francis: defendant will appeal sentence

-Judge: clerk will assist with filing of judgment and notice of appeal form

 


